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Abstract

the journal is allowed to move under the force the fluid
imparts on it and the force applied by the engine. Under
A movingspectralelementmethodis describedfor solving theseforcesthe centre of the journal traces out a nontrivial
the dynamically loaded journal bearing problem. In this locusin space. A knowledgeof the path of the journal is
problem a lubricant occupiesthe regionbetweenan inner important if lubrication engineersare to predict and uncylinder which rotates and movesunder a time-dependent derstandbearing fatigue. Lubrication engineersare interload and an outer cylinder which is stationary. The path estedin determiningthe global minimum oil film thickness
of the journal is trackedin time in order to determinethe as the journal movesin time in order to assessthe role of
stability of the bearing and the minimum oil film thick- viscosityon bearing wear.
nessof the lubricant. Particular emphasisis given to the
The traditional approachto the study of journal bearchoiceof efficientpreconditionersfor both the statically ing lubricationhasbeenvia the lubricationapproximation
and dynamically loaded problems. The effectsof cavita- introducedby Reynolds[18]. This enablesan equationfor
tion and variable viscosity on the stability of the bearing the pressurewithin the thin film regionof the geometryto
are discussed.

Key words: moving spectral element method, dynamically loadedjournal bearingproblem,preconditioners,
cavitation, variable viscosity.

be written separatelyfrom the kinematical and constitutire equationsdescribingthe flow of the lubricant,thereby
simplifyinggreatlythe calculationof the reactionforcesen-

gendered
by the lubricant.Whereasthe effectiveness
of the
lubrication approximation has been supported by experimental evidencein a very wide rangeof lubrication studies,

AMS subject classifications: 65N35, 65N22, 76A05.

there are at least two contexts in which the approximation

may be opento question.The first is in predictingthe fine

I

Introduction

details of the nonlinear dynamics of the journal bearing.

Here the precisepressureboundaryconditionsexploitedin
The journal bearing is an essentialpart of all internal the Reynoldsequation can have a profoundeffect on the
combustionenginesas a meansof transferringthe energy dynamicsof the journal. The secondcontext is in studyfrom the pistonrodsto the rotating crankshaft.The main ing the roleof viscoelasticity
in journal bearinglubrication.

journalbearingconsists
of a journalwhichis part of the
crankshaftand a bearing which is fixed to the enginecas-

ing. In general,the two cylindersare eccentrically
positioned with a film of lubricatingoil separatingthe two surfaces.The systemis subjectto dynamicloadingin which
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Within the lubrication approximation, normal stressesare
viscositydominated, making it difficult to accommodate
elastic effects in the analysis. However, when the relaxation time of a viscoelasticlubricant is sufficiently high,
for example due to pressurethickening, enhancednormal
stressesare possiblewhen the lubrication approximation

is not employed[8].
If the lubrication approximation is not invoked, there is
no option but to solvethe full set of coupledequationsgoverning the flow of the lubricant, taking proper accountof
the movingparts of the geometry.Until recentlythis task

hasprovedtoo formidablea calculation,but with current
computingpower combinedwith efficientand accuratenu-
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merical methods, the calculation may be attempted.
In this paper we concentrateon the developmentof accurate and efficient numerical techniquesfor solving journal
bearing problems. A comprehensivephysical interpretation of the resultsgeneratedby our numericalalgorithm is
beyond the scopeof this paper and will be reported elsewhere. We considerthe longbearing approximationin this
paper, i.e. we assumethat everythingis constantalongthe
axis of the bearing. The extensionof this work to the finite
bearing which is a fully 3-D problem is in progress.
We consider the flow of a non-Newtonian

lubricant

un-

der dynamic loading conditions. The locusof the centre of
the journal is determined by solving the equation of motion of the journal. This calculation requires a knowledge
of the force exerted on the journal by the lubricant. Therefore the motion of the journal is coupledto the solution of
the governing equations for the flow of a lubricant. Since
the journal movesin time the flow geometry for the lubricant also changesin time and therefore a new discretisation
meshis required at eachnew time step. A spectralelement
method is used to solve the fluid equations at each time
step. The discretisedequationsare solvedby a nestedpreconditioned conjugate gradient method. A comprehensive
discussionof which are the most efficient preconditioners
in the journal bearing context is given. For realistic journal bearings the radii of the journal and bearing are very
similar. i.e. the clearance between the two is very small.
This has severe consequencesfor the iterative solution of
the algebraicequationsdefinedin suchgeometriesand profoundly affects the choice of preconditioner. The effect
of cavitation and variable viscosityon the stability of the
journal is discussed.

Figure 1: A spectral element discretisationof the journal
bearing problem with Ea = 4, Er = 2 and N = 7.
meansthat the centre of the journal traces out a nontrivial
path in space.

2.2

The governingequationsfor a GeneralisedNewtonianfluid
comprisethe conservationof momentum

(1)

Formulation

2.1

of the problem

Consider the two-dimensionalgeometry shown schematically in Fig. 1. The journal of radius R• rotates with a
constantangular velocity •v in a stationary bearingof radius Rs. Both the journal and the bearing are assumedto
be of infinite

extent in the axial z-direction.

The distance

between the axes of the journal and the bearing is given
by e.

The eccentricityratio is definedby e = e/c, wherec =
Rs -Rj
is the average gap so that 0 _< e _< 1. The
region betweenthe journal and the bearing is occupiedby
a lubricant. The journal is free to move under the action
of an applied load which may be variable, its own weight
and the reactionforceexertedon it by the lubricant. This

of mass

V.v=O,

and the constitutive equation

(3)

The geometry

p •+v. X7v=-X7p+X7.T,

the conservation

(2)

2

The governing equations

T-- 2r•(•, p)d,

where p is the density, r/ is the variable viscosity, 5• =

•2 tr(d)2, T is theextra-stress
tensorandd = • (Vv +
(Vv) T) is the rate of deformation
tensor.Heretr(A) denotes the trace of a tensor A. The constitutive equation

(3) is a modificationof the usualGeneralisedNewtonian
model to include pressuredependenceof the viscosity.
The viscositylaw that we have used was proposedby

Li and Davies [8]. It is shear-thinningand pressurethickening. The various parameters in the model are determined empirically. The dependenceof viscosityon •
and pressureis given by

(4)v={V•+[i+(K•)•] }xexp(-atr(a)/3+F)
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where K is a function of pressure

secondmodel which we call the single-phasevariable-film
cavitation model makes no assumption about the size of
K - K(p) = exp(-&tr(er)/3 4- E)
the cavitating region. The governingequations for the
lubricant are solved subject to the full-film assumption
er = -pI 4- T is the Cauchy stress tensor and
and the cavitating region is then determined by the rez/0,z/•c,m, n, a, &, E and F are material parameterswhich
gion of subambient pressures. The reaction force on the
are estimated by best-fitting experimental data. This
journal is calculated by integrating the pressure over the
model describesthe shear-thinningbehaviourof the viscosnon-cavitating region. We shall refer to these models as
ity by a Cross-typeformula. Pressure-thickeningis mod-

cavitationmodels(A) and (B), respectively.
elledby a simpleexponentiallaw [1]. It is importantto
note that the viscositylaw (4) is consistentwith experiments[2]whichspanonlylimitedrangesof the pressures 3
Motion of the journal

which the lubricants experience under general operating
conditions.

2.3

Cavitation

The assumptionthat a complete lubricating film is maintained throughout the operation of a journal bearing is
well-known to be false in many realistic situations. Under certain conditions the lubricating film ruptures and
a cavity is formed. Indeed the very presence of a cavirating region has been shown to be sufficient to stabilise

This is by far the greatest computational challengein the
presentstudy. A single computer run tracking the journal
from rest to a periodic equilibrium state takes many hours
of DEC-alpha CPU time, under realistic running conditions. Two factors are primarily responsiblefor the high
CPU time. These are the use of small time steps which
are required for stability and accuracyof the numerical ap-

proximation,
typicallyO(10-s) seconds,
andthe dynamic

remeshingdue to the translational motion of the journal.
We assumethat the centre of massof the journal behaves
the motionof the journal. Many investigators
([14],[17]) as a particle of effective mass fk/e situated at the centre of
suggestthat in the caseof a journal operating under the the journal. The equation of motion of the journal is given
assumptionof full-film conditionsand without an applied by
load instability is universal. In this casethe journal moves (5)
Mei; = F 4- R,
from its equilibr.ium position, under static loading conditions, in an orbit of growingsize until the bearing fails, i.e. where r is the position vector of the centre of the journal
with respect to a coordinate system fixed in space. The
the journal and bearing surfacestouch one another. This
phenomenais knownas whirl instability [13]. In practice applied load, F, in this paper, is taken to be
the full-film condition is not realistic since in many journal bearing models the large negative pressuresproduced
in the oil causethe oil to vapouriseleading to cavitation.

(6)

F = (0, F), F = Fpsin(•t)-Meg+Fc,

wherethe parametersFp and Fe allow one to specifythe
Thereare manywaysof modellingcavitation(seeCameron amplitude and mean level of the applied load. The reaction
[7], for example), someof which are more sophisticated force R is the force the fluid exerts on the journal and is
than others. However, they may all be viewed as ways
determinedfrom the solutionof the governingequationsof
of circumventing the rather complex two-phase oil-vapour

flow problem. Brindleyet al. ([3], [4], [5]) haveconsidered a •r-film model within the lubrication approximation
in the case of a constant applied load. They showedthat
with

the inclusion

of a cavitation

model

there were con-

ditions under which the motion of the journal was stable
where previously it was unstable.
In this paper we shall consider two cavitation models.
The first is a dual phase variant of the so-called•r-film or
half-Sommerfeld

condition.

In the •r-film cavitation

model

it is assumedthat the lubricant cavitates in the diverging
part of the journal bearing geometry. In its dual phase
variant the viscosityof the fluid in the cavitating region
is set to be very low while the viscosityof the fluid in the
non-cavitating region is kept as that of the lubricant. The

motion

for the lubricant.

The journal is trackedin time by integrating(5) in the
following manner. The flow of the lubricant at each time
stepis computedusingwhat is knownas a quasi-steadyapproximation.At a giventime t = nat, say,the steadyflow
equationsare solvedfor the current position of the journal
using the spectral element method. The force which the
fluid exertson the journal is then calculatedby integrating
the stressesaround the journal,

R=-/r er.fids,
J

where Fj is the surfaceof the journal and fi is the outward
unit normal vector to the journal. The right-hand side of
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(5) is then updated and the equationintegratedin time

where
S = DA•'•D• andc = -DA•-•g+ h. Thesystem

using the forward Euler method to obtain the new posi-

(11) is solvedfor the vectorof pressure
unknowns
usingthe
preconditioned
conjugategradient(PCG) method. Since

tion of the journal at time t = (n + 1)At. The processis
repeated by solving the steady flow equationsin the new
region between the journal and the bearing. Note that
in this approximation the solutionsto the fluid equations
at successivetime steps are independent of one another.
However, in many situations this appears to be a reasonable approximationdue to the size of the time step.

4

Moving

spectral

element

algo-

rithm

the system is solved iteratively the stiffness matrices do
not need to be set up. Instead they are kept in elemental

form. The particular way in which the spectral element
grid is constructedensuresthat the entriesof the pressure
matrix $ are dependent only on the eccentricity ratio e
and not on the orientation of the journal. We denote this
dependenceby S•.
The solution of systems of algebraic equations of this
form, derived from a spectral element discretisation of the
constant viscosity Stokes problem, is well-documented in

the literature(see[15],for example)andsuitableprecondiThe region f• between the journal and bearing is partitioned into a number of spectral elements,f•k, 1 _• k •_ K,
K - = • and f•k •f•! -- 0 for allk • 1, as
suchthat U•=•ft•
shown in Fig. 1. Let E• and Ea denote the number of
spectral elements in the radial and azimuthal directions,
respectively. We also assume that the decompositionis
geometrically conforming in the sensethat the intersec-

tioners have been advocatedwhich yield efficient numerical
algorithms. However, for the solution of realistic journal
bearing problemsin which Rs - R• is small and e is near
unity the system of equations is extremely ill-conditioned
and the spectrum of S• is not so well-behaved. We shall
give an example in the next section, for a constantviscosity lubricant in a statically loaded journal bearing, which
tion of two adjacent elements is either a common vertex or
shows that this is a result of the extremely large physian entire edge. Each physical element is mapped onto the
cal aspect ratio for this geometry. The spectral element
parentdement[-1, 1]x [-1, 1]onwhicha Legendre
Gauss- mesh for geometriesof this type compriseselements that
Lobatto grid is used. The transfinite mappingtechniqueof are highly distorted. A comprehensivestudy of precondi-

GordonandHall [10]is usedto performthismapping.The
Px - P.v-2 spectraldementmethod([15],[16])is usedin
xvhichthe velocity and pressureapproximations are of degreesN and N-2, respectively.The velocity and pressure
approximationscorrespondingto element k are therefore
N

(7)

N

V•,(•,7])= E E Vik'$
i=0
N-1

j=0
N-1
k

(8)
i=•

tionersfor this problemis givenin [11]in the caseof the
statically loaded bearing.
For the dynamically loaded bearing the preconditioner
is changed dynamically in time taking into account the
current eccentricity ratio of the journal and the number
of PCG iterations required for convergenceat each time
step. The preconditioner is based on the pressurematrix
evaluatedat a given eccentricityratio. The preconditioner
is updated dynamically if a prescribed maximum number

of PCG iterationsis exceeded[12].

j=•

respectively. %V•ththe velocity and pressureapproximaEicient
preconditioners
tion spacesthus chosenthe Babu•ka-Brezzi compatibil- 5
ity condition •s sat•s•ed. There are no spuriouspressure
A good preconditioner,P, for S should be an approximamodes •u the pressureapproximation.
tion to S, in somesense,which meet the following criteria:

The discretevariationalformulationof (1)-(2) leadsto

an algebraic system of the form

(9)

Any- DZp = g,

(10)

=

where A• representsthe discreteweak form of the diffusion operator r]A and D is the discretedivergenceoperator. Block Gaussianelimination yields a symmetricpositive definite system for the pressure

(11)

Sp-c

(a) P is easierand cheaperto invert than S;

(b) P is sparsesothat it is efficientto constructand
store;

(c) theeigenvalues
of P-•S aremoreclustered
than
those of S.

The last criterionensuresthat convergenceof the iterative
method is rapid. The preconditioneris decomposedin the
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formP = QQT and the transformed
systemwrittenas

(12)

Q-•SQ-T(QTp) = Q-lb.

The condition number, n, of the preconditionedsystem is
defined by

(13)

n =

We showthat the eigenvaluespectrumis very muchdependent on the physical aspect ratio. In Figs. 2 and 3 we

choose
e--0.5 andkeep(N,E•Ea) fixedat (7,2,2)which
givesM -- 196, whereM=Er x E• x N 2 is the size of the
pressurematrix $, and show the eigenvaluespectra of the
preconditionedsystemwhen the preconditioneris the pressure mass matrix

i.e.

P -- B.

The

outer

radius

in both

where A,•ax and A•i• are the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix L where

(14)

L = Q-•SQ-T.

In practice the stepsof the conjugategradient method are
rewritten so that the preconditioner is applied in its entirety.

5.1

Static loading

Initially efficient preconditionersare sought for the statically loaded journal bearing. In this problem the journal rotates

about

its own axis but is not allowed

to move

translationally. This meansthat the geometry is fixed and
$ remains

constant

in time.

In addition

we shall restrict

ourselvesto a constant viscosity lubricant. In particular
the following preconditionersare considered:

(a) P = B whereB is the pressuremassmatrix.

(b) P =/• where/•isthediagonal
ofB.

Figure 2: Eigenvalue spectrum of preconditioned system

with P=B with (N, Er, E•) = (7,2,2) and illustrationof
model for the case of a = 5.3 x 10--ø e-0.5
,

condition

number n=188.3

ß

The result is a

and number of PCG

iterations

= 28

(c) P = $•. where$•. is the matrix $• evaluatedat
• •_• •*.

The pressuremassmatrix B is not diagonal becausethe
quadrature rule used in setting up this discrete variational
formulation requires extrapolated values of the pressure
on the elemental boundaries. Note that for a spectral element discretisation the pressuremass matrix is not sparse

at the elementallevel. This choice,givenby (a), is widely
advocated in the spectral element literature. However, we
demonstratethat for the journal bearing problem with realistic valuesof the parametersthis choicedoesnot provide
a well-conditionedpreconditionedmatrix. This meansthat
not only will the resulting algorithm convergeslowly but
also that the numerical approximation will not be partic-8

ularly accurate.

-7

-6

-4

-3

-

-

0

1og(•i/•max)

The geometry of a car engine journal bearing is such
that the typical physical aspect ratio, proportional to

a ----c/27rRj, is very small where c _= Rs -Rj

-5

is the

Figure 3: Eigenvaluespectrum of preconditionedsystem

averagegap of the fluid region. Typical valuesare much

with P=B and (N, E•, E•) - (?,2, 2) togetherwith illus-

lessthan 1/100. Thereforenot evena significantredefini- trationof modelfor the caseof a = 2.04x 10-4, e--0.5. The
tion of the spectral element discretisation would overcome
this problem.

result is a condition number n - 9.35 x 106 and number of
PCG

iterations

= 40
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figuresis the same(RB=0.03129) and the inner radiusis

conditioners
(I and/•)although
trivialtocalculate
andin-

varied so as to vary c•. In Fig. 2, c•=0.053 whilst in Fig. 3,

vert are very poor preconditionersin terms of the number
of PCG iterations required for convergence.In practice,
however, we are not limited to using the preconditioner
basedon the concentricpressurecoefficientmatrix So.o. It
is possibleto construct and store a set of preconditioners

a = 2.04 x 10-4. The result is that the condition number

increasesas c• decreaseswith a cluster of very small eigenvaluesappearingin the latter figure. In terms of conjugate
gradient iterations the model with c•=0.053 takes 28 itera-

tionsto converge
whilstwith c•= 2.04x 10-4, 40 iterations S•i, 1 <_i _<I, for differenteccentricities
ei and to usethe
are required. The position is much worsefor the precondi- preconditioner
S• for whichej is closestto e. This ap-

rioherP =/• forwhichthePCGmethodfailsto convergeproach will be explored further for the dynamically loaded
within

the theoretical

maximum

number

of M

iterations

for a = 2.04x 10-4, indicatingthat round-offerrorsdominate. Changingthe number of elementsor the number of
nodeswhilst keepingthe elementalaspectratio fixed does
not alter the condition number of the preconditionedsystem with P = B. The resulting conditionnumber for both

theseexamplesis • - 9.36 x 106.
Thus we have shown conclusively that the condition
number of the preconditionedsystemis dependenton the
preconditionerand the physicalaspectratio, c•, but not on
the elemental aspect ratio.
Table 1 comparesthe condition number and the number
of preconditionedconjugate gradient iterations for different preconditionersof $ with e=0.5 . It is clear that the
most successfulpreconditioner is $o.o in terms of the number of iterations. This preconditioner needsto be calculated only once and can be applied to systemswith different eccentricities.

(.v,

œa),

(7,2,2), 196
(10,2,2),400
(13.2,2),676

?=z
284 (4.30x10s)
164 (1.79x10s)
1162(8.50x10s) 395 (3.31x10s)
>2000 (1.39x109) 727 (5.24x10s)

(N. E,, Ea). M

(7,2,2),196
(10,2,2),400
(13,2,2),676

P=B

P=So.o

40 (9.35x106) 29 (55.84)
63 (9.35x106) 34 (55.84)
95 (9.35x106) 37 (55.84)

journal bearing.
Note that the condition number of the preconditioned
system is independent of N for the two casesP=B and
P=So.o. In this sensewe say that both preconditionersare
optimal and that we can expect the number of PCG iterations to be proportional to M. However, as can be seen
from the table the number of iterations using both these
preconditionersincreaseslessthan proportionally with N.
This effect is more pronouncedin the caseP=So.0 where
the number of iterations required for N=10 and N=13 is
almost the same. Note, however, that the condition number using P - B remains high and therefore numerical
results generated using this preconditioner may not be as
accurate as those obtained using P = S0.0.

5.2

Dynamic loading

The major challengein this problem in which the journal
is free to move translationally in responseto an applied
load and a force exerted on it by the lubricant is that the
geometryis changingin time. The aim is to developa code
which can be usedto determine the responseof the bearing
due to various inputs such as applied load, viscosityof the
lubricant, initial position of the journal, speed of rotation
of the journal and choice of cavitation model. It is important to determine under which conditions the journal
traversesa path that will ultimately bring it into contact
with the bearing, thereby causingbearing failure. For our
purposesbearing failure occurs when e > 0.98 in which
casethere is metal-to-metal contact. A typical run takes

manythousands
of iterationswith time stepsof O(10-s)
seconds.

Table 1: The number of PCG iterations of the preconditioned system with e=0.5 for different preconditioners,
P, together with, in brackets, the correspondingcondition
number. The results are for different numerical parameters

baseduponthe p-methodanalysis.c•= 2.04x 10-4.
The inversion of the pressuremass matrix also requires
a nontrivial

amount

of work.

In addition

it needs to be

recomputedfor different eccentricities.The other two pre-

We propose using a preconditioner which changesdynamically in time taking into account the current eccentricity ratio of the journal and the number of PCG iterations required for convergenceat each time step. The
preconditioner is based on the pressure matrix evaluated
at either the present or a previous value of the eccentricity ratio. A given preconditioner may be used for many
time steps for which the actual eccentricity ratio will be
different to that used to computethe preconditioner. The
current preconditioneris changedwhen the number of it-
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erations required for convergenceof the outer conjugate
gradient iteration exceedsa prescribedmaximum number
of iterations. In the results which we present this number
was set to be twelve.

Once this number has been exceeded

a new preconditioner is constructed correspondingto the
current eccentricity ratio. The work involved in setting up
a new preconditioneris negligiblecomparedwith the time
taken to track the motion of the journal from its initial
state until either the bearing fails or a stable equilibrium
point or closed orbit is found. The amount of time spent
on the construction of preconditionersis always less than
5% of the total CPU time.

.......(b)

6

Numerical

results

In this section we shall present a selectionof results showing the influenceof cavitation and variable viscosityon the
path of the journal. The results which we present are for
the choice of discretisation parameters given by Er = 1,
Ea = 4 and N -- 8. Variation of the number of elements,
the degree of approximation and the time step has been
performed to ensure that the final paths are independent
of these numerical parameters. The initial position of the

Figure 5: Comparisonof the paths of (a) variable-film
single-phase
and (b) •r-filmdouble-phase
cavitationmod-

elsfor a journalof 3//e= 1.75x 104 kg/m, •=350rad/s,

(eo,•o)=(0.10,0.35),
Fp = 2 x 10• N/m, Fe=0 N/m with
time t• [0,0.15].
is givenin eccentricityratio/attitude anglespace.So, for
example, if the path travels through the centre of the reference circle then e = 0.0 which means that the journal
and bearing are concentricand if the path touchesthe reference circle then e = 1.0 and so the journal touches the
bearing. For each of the models a different closedpath is
found as the limiting motion of the journal. With reference
to Figs. 6 and 7 which are plots of the eccentricity ratio
and attitude angle of the journal against time, respectively,
we see that the final closedpath solution is reached after
no more than a handful of orbits of the journal around

the bearing.For cavitationmodel(A) a minimumoil film
thicknessis attained correspondingto an eccentricity ratio

of 0.62 whereasfor model(B) it occursat an eccentricity ratio of 0.90. Even for large magnitude applied loads,
such as that used in the present example, the choice of
cavitation model is important. Clearly the minimum oil
Figure 4: Eigenvalue spectrum of preconditionedsystem

with P=S0.0and (N,E,Ea) = (7,2,2), a -- 2.04x 10-4

film thickness is sensitive to the choice of cavitation
that is used in the numerical

calculations.

model

The rather

sim-

plistic •r-film model which is used extensively in practice
cannot be relied upon to give definitive results although it
may well be useful in predicting trends for journal bearing stability. A study of the whirl speedfrom Fig.7 shows
journal is specifiedby an eccentricity eo and an attitude
angle •o. In Fig. 5 we comparethe paths resultingfrom that the periods of both paths are identical to that of the
the useof cavitationmodels(A) and (B). In this example variable applied load.
Finally, we considerthe effect of variable viscosity on
we havea variableappliedloadgivenby Fp = 2 x 10•
N/m, Fc = 0 N/m, a journal of massper unit length the stability of the journal bearing. We considera journal
and e=0.5.
The result is a condition number n = 55.8 and
number of PCG iterations = 27.

Me = 1.75x 104 kg/m and an angularvelocity• = 350 with 3//• = 7 x 104 kg/m rotatingwith an angularvelocrad/s. In figuresof this type the motionof the journal ity of 250 pad/s, and subjectto an appliedload whichis
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Figure6' Plot of (a),(b) the eccentricityof the twojournal
paths shown in Figure 5a,b respectively.

Figure 7: Plot of (a),(b) the cosineof the attitude angie of the journal paths shownin Figure 5a,b respectively

just its oxvnweight. The initial position of the journal is
specifiedby •o = 0.1, and 0o = 0.0. The followingparam-

togetherwith (c) k• +k2 sin(•t) for reference
with thejournal's angular velocity.

eterswereusedin theviscosity
law (4): r/o= 9.352x 10-4,
r•,c : 4.5 x 10-4, c• -- 1.119x 10-8, & = 2.39 x 10-8,

sure that the solution for the flow of the lubricant

E = -13.527.

time step is performed efficiently and within a prescribed

F = 2.297 and m = 0.545.

These values

are taken from experimentalmeasurementsof typical nonNewtonian

lubricants.

We assume that full-film

Concluding

of iterations.

conditions

hold. i.e.. the lubricant does not cavitate. The resulting
path is shownin Fig.8. The correspondingevolutionof the
eccentricity and attitude angie are shown in Figs. 9 and
10. respectively. The journal moves from its initial position until it reaches an equilibrium point. At this point
the weight of the journal balancesthe reactionforceof the
lubricant on the journal. This example shows that it is
possible to obtain stable trajectories of the journal without the inclusion of a cavitation model. Variable viscosity
is sufficientto produce a pressurefield that is not exactly
anti-symmetric and this is responsiblefor the stabilising
effect. In the caseof constantviscositythe pressurefield is
anti-symmetric and therefore without cavitation the bearing alwaysfails. Further work needsto be done on the role
of variable viscosity.

7

number

at each

remarks

A moving spectral element method has been describedfor
solving a problem of tremendous industrial importance.
Some of the key modelling aspectshave been described.
The position of the journal has been tracked by solving
an equationof motion for the journal. The preconditioner
for the PCG method is chosendynamicallyin time to en-
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